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Music Night
Program Set
For Friday

Number 26

Men's Senate Rejects
Skulls' New Constitution,
'Revokes Their Old One

Concert Sponsored
By Student Society

Status of Newly Appointed Members
Left In Doubt By Legislative Action

Mu Alpha Epsilon, honorary
music society, will present its annual Music Night in the Memorial Gym tomorrow night at 7:45.
According to Bob Campana, publicity chairman for the society,
the program will feature a concert by the University glee club,
band, and orchestra.

By BILL BRENNAN

The Men's Senate-Senior Skulls wrangle over Skull membership and duties burst into flame again this week when the Senate
turned down a submitted Skull constitution. The rejection was
made on the grounds that the Skulls had not incorporated into the
constitution certain recommendations made by the Senate.
The Senate has recently concluded an investigation of the Skulls
by framing a number of recommendations that are supposed to make
the Senior honorary group more
representative of the student
body,and more adaptable to needs
which may arise. In the submitted
constitution, senate members say,
none of the recommendations were
included.

Other highlights of the evening will
be the announcement of new members
of Mu Alpha Epsilon and the presentation of the Mu Alpha Epsilon Senior
Award by Professor Adelbert W.
Sprague.
Award for a Senior
Jim Hinds, vice president of the
The award will be given to that
ONE JUMP AHEAD of the merciless mowers of the Dempsey-men,
Men's Senate, said that as long as the
senior student who has contributed the
The exciting annual mayoralty
pretty dandelion-green-pickers Pat Murphy and Pat Shattuck take time
Senior Skulls' constitution is not acout after digging a "mess" of fresh greens. The girls are taking advanmost to music in four years at college.
campaign stands in danger of becomceptable, the Senate will not recogtage of the only crop of dandelion plants that will get a chance to grow
Members of the band, orchestra, glee
ing a walk-away for someone. Joe
nize them as a campus organization.
on the campus this year. From now until fall the grass will be cut once
club, and faculty will choose the winner
Murray, Mayoralty Committee chaireach week.
Hinds added that those men introduced
—Newhall Photo
of the award from a group of five canman, said last night.
at last Friday's Junior assembly as
didates: Evan Johnson, Elizabeth
With April 29, the deadline date for
new Senior Skulls are not actually
Johnston, Cynthia Hayden, Marion
members in the eyes of the Senate be- registration of candidates, rapidly apKeith, and Lois Ann Nicholson.
cause the organization has no consti- proaching, only one man had regisA main attraction of the concert will
tered at a late hour last night.
tution.
be the combination of the glee club,
Interested candidates are urged to
Expresses His Surprise
composed of 100 singers, with the 50contact
Murray immediately.
A member of the Skulls expressed
piece orchestra. Together they will
Rules
for the mayoralty campaign
surprise at the Senate's rejection of
present two contemporary American
the constitution and said that no official have been announced as follows:
compositions. These modern arrangeWith Maine Day Open House plans
At the Tuesday meeting of the notification of it had been given the
(I) Pre-campaign publicity may
ments will be "Cool Prayers" (from booming, the College of Agriculture General Senate, the members accepted
Skulls by the Senate.
begin
Monday, May 2.
"The Prairie") by Foss and "Holiday has announced plans for exhibits in the slate of nominations for 1949-50
Just
before
press
time,
however,
Bill
Friday,
May 6, 7-7:45 a.m.: tenSong" by Schuman.
addition to those of other colleges officers as presented by the nominatNewdick, secretary of the Men's Sen- minute interval between classes: 5:35and departments reported in last ing committee.
Niven Will Conduct
ate, said that notification of the Sen- 8 p.m.
week's Campus.
Professor Lewis H. Niven, head of
The list includes: President—James ate's action had been sent to Don
Saturday. May 7. 7-7:45 a.m.; tenA display of forest fire fighting MacBrady. Joseph Murray, and Richthe music department, will conduct
Spinier, president of the Skulls, and minute interval between classes;
equipment
is
slated
to be set up in ard Spencer; Vice president—Arthur should
both of these selections.
have been received Monday af- 12:35-10:30 p.m.
the pavilion behind Winslow Hall, Dentremont, John Dineen, Stanley
(Cnnfinued on Page Six)
ternoon or Tuesday morning, at the
Monday. May 9, Same as Friday.
and the State Forestry Department Edgecomb, and Richard Singer;
latest.
Tuesday, May 10, Election Day.
nursery behind Sigma Chi will be Treasurer— Barbara Grover and Anne
Sees "Direct Defiance"
Final speeches will be Monday,
open throughout the afternoon. Melhorn; Secretary—Marilyn KilHinds, in another statement con- May 9, between 7 and 8 p.m.. at a
Methods used in the raising of patrick, Margaret Murray, Ethel Mae
cerning Friday's tapping, said, "In place to be designated.
seedlings and transplants will be dem- Scammon, and Mary Snyder.
view of the fact that the Men's Stu(2) Campaign speeches are to be
onstrated by Forestry department
Election day is to be May 10, at dent Senate rejected the
Fourteen were added to the member- personnel.
constitution kept on a high moral level. and canwhich time these officers will be elected of the Skulls organization
ship of the All-Maine Women at the
, it appears didates are to refrain front naking
Tentative plans have been made for by popular vote of the entire student
that Friday's tapping was in direct low or base remarks.
organization's 25th annual banquet in
(Continued on Page Five)
body.
defiance of cooperation between the
Estabrooke Hall last night.
(3) No campaign activities shall be
Votes will also be cast for the Skulls and the representati
of
ves
carried
the
on within any building on
New members are:
mayor candidates and for the watch men students. The
charter was sus- campus, with the exception noted in
Dorothea Butler. Ann W. Dibblee, Pine Needle Vacancies
award candidates.
pended because several of its provi- Rule 9.
Betty Friedler, Dorothy Elinor HanThe Pine Needle has staff vacancies
Seniors will vote for class parts.
sions
were definitely not in the best
(4) Any candidate making two
sen, Alice Virginia Kennedy, Mar- yet to be filled. Students interested in
Barbara Richardson, present Senate interests of the University."
complimentary remarks about one of
garet M. Mollison, Janet J. Pettee, working as public relations manager, treasurer,
read the financial report to
Robert Fletcher. president of the his opponents is automatically disBarbara Ann Richardson, Betty-Jean assistant make-up editor, or humor date,
stating that an income of Men's Senate, could not be reached
(Continued on Page Eight)
for
Arnold Smith, Caroline Strong.
editor should apply to Pine Needle $1,542.44 had been decreased by ex- a statement.
Seniors: Martha P. Coles, Miriam editors.
penses amounting to $852.67 for the Constitutional Provision
Kochakian, Julia Shores, Madelyn M.
There are also opportunities for tal- year, up to April 25.
The Senate's move in rejecting the
Webber.
ented writers and cartoonists. All
After some discussion, the General constitution was made under
proviThe members of the All-Maine contributions should he sent to The Senate voted to arrange
for the giving sions of Article VII, Section 2, of the
Women Society are chosen each spring Pine Needle, Campus.
of shingles to class officers.
(Continued on Page Five)
The Office of Veterans Education
from the junior and senior classes on
offers the following tips to all colthe basis of "character, honor. dignity,
lege veterans:
and willingness to accept responsibil(I) Addresses for June cheeks
ity."
should be changed by May 14 at Room
Toastmistress was Janice Crane.
108 East Annex.
President Arthur A. Hauck spoke,
(2) Veterans planning to attend
taking as his topic "What About Toother
schools this summer must make
morrow."
By KEN ZWICKER
to more than 200 publishing companies tattling copies of every maga-Yine application
for Supplemental CertifiWhat our Latin American neigh- and government agencies in all the printed in Mexico.
cate of Eligibility by May 14. in Room
Charles Barr Elected
bors read—from barber shop fare to countries of South America, requestSo far, Gross has received a total 109 East Annex.
the
upper-highbrow stuff—will be on ing copies of their publications.
of more than 1.000 magazines, includ(3) Veterans planning to attend
To MCA's Presidency
parade in an exhibit which opens in
One publisher, from whom Gross ing nearly 250 different publications. other schools next fall must make apCharles Barr has been elected presi- the Library Monday.
requested ten magazines, sent more These magazines—from Argentina. plication for Supplemental Certificate
dent of the MCA. Other officers are
The show consists of Latin Ameri- than 750, and 24 books! A Mexican Chile, Brazil, Mexico, Nicaragua, of Eligibility by May 14 in Room
109
Marilyn Wyman, vice president: Jo can publications gathered by Prof. publisher sent copies of all the niaga- Cuba, and nearly all of the other Latin East Annex.
Josslyn, secretary; and Frank Butler, Stuart M. Gross with the aid of the zines he prints, and promised to aid American countries—are different
(4) P.L. 16 veterans will be notified
treasurer.
Spanish Club. Prof. Gross sent letters Maine's language department in ob(Continued on Page Eight)
when to see Mr. Pike.

Lone Candidate
Flings Hat Into
Mayoral Race

Aggie College Genera/ Senate
Lists Displays Nominates New
For Open House 1949 Officers

All-Maine Women
Add 14 Members

VA Office Tips Off
GI Bill Students

Latin American Literary Fare Goes On Exhibit
Here Monday in Spanish Club Magazine Display
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Cliff Whitten
Phi Kappa Phi Elects Members; 24 Two-Year Jewish Society
Will Work On Plans Initiation And Banquet
Aggies End
Sponsors Talks
EE Research
Work Apri! 30 By Rabbi Kagan
•

Clifton L. Whitten, who will receive his Bachelor of Science degree
in Electrical Engineering from the
University in June, has been selected
to carry forward one of the University's major electrical research projects
The assignment, which has been
under way for several years, is an
attempt to determine the true dielectric breakdown strength of electriccable insulating papers.
Instituted by Dean Paul Cloke of
the College of Technology, the project
involves the determination of voltages
under which the breakdown of certain papers used in insulating electric
cables occur.
Whitten, whose home is in Sedgwick, is a veteran of five years of service with the U. S. Army and has
been active in campus activities during
his four years at the University.

Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scholastic
society, announced the election of 35
students and three faculty members to
membership in the society this week
at the annual spring elections.
Plans have been made for the new
members to be initiated May 17 in the
Louis Oakes Room. A banquet will be
held in Estabrooke Hall following the
initiation with Dr. Albert Truman,
President of the University of New
Brunswick, as the speaker.
The new members are:
Muriel Applebee, Robert Bleak-ney,
Lionel Bouchard, Edward Cowles,
Mary Cunningham, Vance Dearborn,
and Joseph Dechenc.
Norma Drummond, Jaques Dupont,
Joseph Floyd, Arthur Geary, Harold
Goldberg, David Hamlin, George Harris, Cynthia Hayden, Grace Hillman.
Evan Johnson, Malcolm Josephs, and
Ella Lehrman.
George Madore, Marjorie Martin.

MAKE

Roger Peabody, Robert Perry, Charlotte Pressy, Pollie Rawlinson, Martin
Rissell, Arthur Sadler.
Twenty-four two-year agricultural
John Scamman, Lloyd Shapleigh, students will complete their studies
Wray Simpson, Richard Sprague, at the University Saturday, Apr. 30.
They are:
Samuel Strock, Edward Sullivan, Jr.,
Barbara Thompson, and George VarRussell J. Akeley, Gerald W. Ayers.
damis.
Ira P. Benn, John A. Briggs, Wilmot 0. Briggs. Robert A. Brown.
Jean R. Brunjes, Roy F. Dalzell.
Berman Wins Contest
John P. Doak. Perley C. Gordon.
For Hillel Presidency
Norman D. Grass.
The contest between Jack Berman
I-awl-LI:cc Gray. Harry J. Laiho,
and Bernard Rosenstein for presidency George W. larrabee. Arthur D. Linof the Hillel Foundation resulted in net!, George R. McCluskey. William
Berman's election when the members A. Merrill, Clinton K. Piper. Richard
of the group held elections Sunday.
I. Prindall, Bernard W. Shaw. WilOther officers to be installed at the liam A. Walker. Robert B. Whited,
annual banquet in May include: Her- and Richard C. Wood.
man Schwartz, vice president; Hilda
Livingston, treasurer; Elizabeth ZaitHannibal Hamlin Hall is named for
lin, recording secretary: Evelyn Green, Hannibal Hamlin, vice president under
Frances Dion, Manse Bell, corres- Lincoln and first president of the
ponding secretaries.
Board of Trustees.

YOURS THE MILDER

CIGARETTE

Rabbi Henry E. Ki,gan„ well-known
spiritual leader, lecturer, and author,
sponsored by the Jewish Chautaqua
Society, will give a series of speeches.
at the University, April 29 through
May 3.
Rabbi Kagan received his A.B. in
1928 from the University of Cincinnati and his M.A. from the University
of West Virginia in 1934. He was
orlained a Rabbi by the Hebrew
Union College, Cincinnati in 1929. By
working as a counselor at Columbia
University Guidance Clinic, 1942-47,
he completed his training for a Ph.D.
degree in the field of psychotherapy.
He had served as spiritual leader
in Johnstown, Uniontown, and Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. From 1930-34
he served as Director of the Hillel
Foundation at the University of West
Virginia. His present post is at the
Temple Sinai. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
A tentative schedule of the Rabbi's
talks follows:
Friday evening: Guest speaker,
Hillel.
Saturday morning: Campus talks.
Sunday morning: Speaker, morning
services, Little Theatre.
Sunday evening: Speaker, Penobscot Interracial Forum, Columbia
Street Center, 8:15.
Monday morning: Campus talks.
Monday Afternoon: Chief speaker,
assembly, Bangor Theological Seminary.
Tuesday morning: Seminary Talks.
Rabbi Kagan has recently returned
from Mexico where he made a survey
of the Jews of that country. He is the
author of "Jewish Minorities Under
the League of Nations" (1934).

French Film At Strand
"Le Corbeau," a French-language
film showing the degeneration of morality in France, will be shown at the
Strand Theater in Orono next Tuesday, May 3, at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
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"Short or tall.
Big or small...
JOHN PAUL fits
'em ALL."

Chesterfields for me
they're
everytime. I smoke 'em because
-tasting."
really milder and better

...

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
CHESTERFIELDS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
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Maine's MCA
To Entertain
Conference
Students from six institutions of
learning throughout the State will be
on campus May 7-8 to attend the
Northern Maine Leadership Conference, to which the Maine Christian
Association is playing host.
During the conference, general
chairman Bob Rendall has announced.
students from Colby, Ricker, Farmington, Washington, and Aroostook
State Normal Schools, and the Brunswick Annex will discuss the Christian
Association, its function, leadership,
finance, personnel, and publicity.
Also included on the program is a
speech by Rev. Garrison of the First
Baptist Church, Waterville, who will
speak in the Little Theatre at 11 a.m..
Saturday.
Discussions will be held from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, and from
9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. Sunday morning.
The conference will close Sunday
with a general assembly at 1:30 p.m..
in the Louis Oakes Room.
Assisting Rendall in the conference
are Joan Cunningham, Barbara Grover. and Lora Moulton.

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Revised Union Building Plans Place Emphasis
On Flexibility And Rooms For Organizations

MAIN

Alton A. Lessard, United States
district attorney for Maine, told the
Conference of Maine Newman Clubs
last Sunday that Americans should
not make the mistake of regarding
Communists as mere members of another political party.
Speaking at a Communion Breakfast, he described the party apprenticeship that a Communist must serve.
"Party work is a religious movement to convert the whole world, but
the hammer and sickle shall never replace the Stars and Stripes," Mr. Lessard said.
He pointed out that the sincere
party membership openly advocates the
overthrow of the U. S. Government,
but that there are sufficient laws on
the statute-books to combat this activity of Communist Party adherents. The
Alien Registration Act and the Alien
Enemy Act exemplify such statutes.
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Award In English
Will Honor Ellis

Brunswick Annex
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Watch Award
Choices Named

The following men have been formally initiated into Phi Eta Kappa:
Ralph M. Clark, Olin R. Condon, Myron P. Dean, Clifford E. Manchester,
Herbert I. Nightingale, and Richard
C. Porter.

Lessard Speaks
At Newman
State Conclave

5

Emphasis on flexibility and small
rooms for organizational meetings is
the desire of the student and faculty
! committees working on revised plans
of the Union Building.
Charles Crossland has presented
these plans to the members of the
Nominations for the Washington General Senate, Women's Student
Alumni Association NVatch Award Government, and the Men's Senate at
were made by the Men's Senate at a combined meeting.
the last meeting.
The Student Union Building will
Those nominated are George Var- ' serve as the center for many student
damis. Ralph Barnett. Bill Brennan, activities. It is hoped that work may
Jack Zollo, and Larry Jenness.
be started during the next school year.
The award is given annually to the Plan Large Cafeteria
The ground floor, which will be
male member of the graduating class
who, in the opinion of the students about the size of the first floor of the
and the administration, has done most Library, will provide a cafeteria and
for the University during his time in ' snack bar, three times the size of the
present set-up in Carnegie. In addicollege.
The recipient of the award is de- tion. bowling alleys, a game room,
termined by secret student-ballot. !. (lark room, banquet hall, rest rooms,
passed upon by the University presi- and lockers for off-campus students
dent and the administrative committee. will be located at this level.
First floor plans allow 5,000 square
feet for a main hall and lounge to be
used as a lecture or concert room or
as dance floor. Additional area up to
8,000 square feet may be obtained by
Plans are now under way to estab- opening folding doors leading to the
lish a memorial in the form of a
scholarship or an annual prize in
English in honor of the late Professor
Milton Ellis, who was a member of
the faculty for 27 years.
Professor Walter R. Whitney serves
The Student Senate of the Brunsas chairman and Professor Cecil J. wick Campus has voted to sponsor
a
Reynolds as treasurer of the committee campaign to raise funds
for the prowhich has been formed to accept con- posed
sed Student Union Building here.
tributions for the memorial.
.Arthur M. Bowker, Jr., of Bath has
Professor Ellis, who became a mem- been named chairman of the campaign.
her of the faculty in 1919, died in
1.ast year the Brunswick campus
April. 1947.
subscribed $18,250, with more than 90
per cent of its students contributing.
Frank E. Upton, Washburn, has
Demetriou Named Prexy
been appointed assistant chairman of
Of Combined Glee Clubs the Union Building Fund campaign
James Detnetriou is the new presi- for Northern Aroostook county, Raydent of the combined University Glee mond H. Fogler, general campaign
chairman, announced.
Clubs.
Other officers are: vice president,
Archie Steen; public relations head,
For the
Dan Brady; treasurer. Mary WhitLatest Fad in
comb; secretary, Bernadette Stein;
and librarian, Don Knox.

Phi Eta Kappa Initiates

Page Three

VLOOTN P1

men's lounge and men's and women's faculty members and visiting alumni.
lounge. A music room, memorial
Building plans have been prepared
room, a women's lounge, and the from student and faculty recommendaUnion Building office will also be in- tions gathered by previous Union
corporated on this floor.
Building committees and the present
Second floor space will be devoted group, consisting of Nancy Carter,
to meeting rooms and lockers for the Joanne Josselyn, Mark Shedd, Bill
use of student organizations.
Hopkins, Don Spiller, Bob Capers,
The Placement Bureau, with ad- and Will Nisbet with Mr. Crossland
joining conference rooms, the Alumni and Professor Stewart of the adminAssociation, and the Maine Christian istration. These plans are subject to
Association will have their offices on ! the approval of the alumni committee.
the top floor. A small chapel will take
The plans as presented at the meetpart of the space allotted to the MCA. ing are not definite and are open to
A lounge will be provided here for suggestions by students or faculty.
•••••••••,,,,,,,,Newrir

1-01- 11 LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

Omicron Nu Initiotes
Four New Members
Alpha Beta chapter of Omicron
Nu, national honorary home economics society, has initiated Helen Cumming, Elizabeth Shaw, Grace Murray,
and Barbara Thompson.
Initiation ceremonies were conducted by Jean Cunningham, president; Mrs. Virginia Lizette, secretary;
and Mrs. Mary Snyder, faculty adviser.

STOPS
ON DIME

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Apr. 28-30
"TULSA"
Susan Hayward, Robert Preston
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
May 1, 2, 3,4
"MY DREAM IS YOURS
Doris Day, Jack Carson

BIJOU
RANI:011
Thurs., Fri., Apr. 28, 29
"THE SEARCH"
Montgomery Clift, Aline
MacMahon
Saturday to Thursday
Apr. 30, May 1, 2, 3, 4, s
"tirrtE WOMEN"
June A llyson, Peter Lawford

PARK
BANGOR
Thurs., April 28
"TIIE SNAk EPIT"
"MISS MINK OF 1949"
Fri., Sat.. Apr. 29, 30
"SO DEAR TO MY HEARY
"DEAD MAN'S GOLD"
Sun., Mon., Tues., May 1. 2. 3
"LONG VOYAGE HOME"SUN COMES UP"
Wed., Thurs., May 4, 5
"COMMAND DECISION"K ISS THE BLOOD OFF
MY HANDS"

111111\11
Wed. & Thurs., Apr. 27, 28
"THE BOY WITH GREEN
HAIR"
7:46
(Technicolor)
Pat O'Brien. Robert Ryan
Plus
"BLACK EAGLE"
6:30-9:26
William Bishop, Virginia
Patton
Fri. & Sat., Apr. 29, 30
"SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS(Technicolor)
6:30-8:26
Joel McCrea, Alexis Smith
Sat. Mat.2:30
Also Cartoons.
Sun. & Mon., May 1, 2
"ALIAS NICK BEAL"
6:30-8:19
Ray Milland. Audrey Totter
Also Cartoon. Sun. Matinee 3:00

This smart motorist wants his
car's brakes to respond instantly.
So he comes to us regularly for
our special brake check-up. He
knows we do a reliable job on
this all-important part of car
performance. For real "life insurance." let us adjust your car's
hydraulic brakes—soon! While
you're waiting for your new
Chrysler or Plymouth,we'll keep
your old car in t;p-top shape.

Tuesday. May 3
"THE BAN EN"
(In French with English titles)
(Le Corbeau)
Pierre Fresnay. Pierre Larquey
One of the greatest French films
6:30-8:25
Wed. & Thurs.. May 4,5
LIVE A LITTLE"
6:30-9:31
Hedy Lamarr. Robt. Cummings
Plus
"NIGHT WIND"
7:56
Cha risc Russell. Virginia
Christine

-LErs

Bijou and Opera House operate c( ininuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35* to 5 o'clock

1

Murphy Motors
01,D TOWN
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The Maine Campus

Unlatched Gates
Invite Danger

New Angle On Hoorah
School Spirit reared its fevered head at last week's Junior Day
Assembly. The Mayor made an honest plea for more student spirit
during the remainder of this year and even more for the coming
year. In doing this he was echoing an old sound that has been
heard many times by all those on campus.
It has been said over and over again that Maine students lack
the proper attitude concerning local events and activities. They
have time and again refused to shout themselves hoarse at a football game. They don't know all the words to the Stein Song. They
are too complacent, with little or no feeling for the University or 1›t'l
its functions. All this has been said and said and said, until it has
"Bill just drove down from Houlton.taken on the unpleasing aspect of a broken record.
After all this hammering away at the unresponding student
populace, it seems that there must be some reason for this apparent
disinterest that has not been uncovered. Perhaps those persons
By Bob Slosser
searching for reasons, if there are any such persons, have looked too
deeply and missed what might well be the cause.
The Junior Prom was a successful much musicianship as any man in the
The present era through which weary students are wormiag event in all respects but one. The band business. He knows his own instruwas great, and most of those people ments extremely well, which was
their way is a far cry from the racoon coat days when goldfish- attending the affair had
a good time; demonstrated by his inspired sologobbling and pocket flasks were the accepted thing. The average however, there were not enough people work in the gym the other night; and
student of today is well past the age of the fuzzy-haired boy who attending.
he knows the other instruments in
graced these hallowed surroundings 10 years ago.
There were 350 tickets available, the band, which was brought out by
Not only is he older, but he has lost much of the old rah rah but less than 300 were sold. It's too the rhythmic and well-voiced arrangements which his band plays.
which he experienced during highschool days. He has experienced bad that when something good comes
to the University for a change the
Sam's personality is revealed by the
a time lag between high school and college that the average student people fail to take advantage of it. fact that most of his musicians are
of ten years ago did not have to reckon with. In many cases the People are continually complaining men that could play in other, betterevents which took place during this time lag have tempered the of the fact that Maine does not have paid bands, but they enjoy working
attitudes of these modern-day students with a more mature outlook. the advantages of other colleges in the under the tenor sax leader because he
As stated before, they are older, many of them are married, and their country. What's the sense of having is such a wonderful guy. There were
something when nobody shows up two men in his band the other night
sense of values varies proportionately.
that had left Buddy Rich to come with
when we do?
They are much more interested, in the main, in what is going
Certainly no one could ask for a Sam. Others had left bands like Ray
to happen to them after graduation than they are about local activi- band much better than Sam Donahue's McKinley and Hal MacIntyre. They
ties such as rallies, etc. They have compiled a record of excellence for a prom. Sam has built up a good realize that it is a great thing to work
for Sam Donahue.
in scholastic standing that surpasses any achievement by an over- reputation at all of the colleges, and
he lived up to that reputation last
It is a shame that more people did
all group of students in the past. They have shown themselves to Friday evening. He played
wonderful not realize that it was a great thing
be serious-minded, more interested in the world about them than music, and he played for the people. to be able to hear and dance to the
the hoorah student of a few years ago. All things considered, they He did more than play good dance music of Sam Donahue. Maybe if
have more nearly approached the heights of collegiate success than music—he entertained the audience. they had, we could have more great
Sam Donahue has just about as bands in the future.
most people realize.
They may not do backflips every time an activity connected
with the University comes up, and they may not ride around in
rickety jalopies singing a hopped-up version of the Stein Song, but
by Marilyn Wyman
it must be remembered that these students are part of the transition that must take place between the University of the war days
Hearing the commotion the Men's institution of 46 years at will, isn't
and the University as it is in peacetime.
Senate is causing over the organiza- supported by even one cent from those
They are the collegiate inhabitants of a passing era; an era tion known as the Senior Skulls, students it represents. Instead,
all the
which will be definitely on its way out when the class of 1950 has calls to mind an old camouflage trick. students on campus, including
the
been graduated. Then, with freshman classes coming directly from I wonder if the Senate investigations women, are taxed for the support of
and recommendations are to keep stuhigh school, the situation should change. Perhaps the racoon coat dent observers from noticing
the faults the General Senate which in turn has
will come back, and perhaps it will not, but in any event the question of the Senate itself.
to decrease its working capital to pay
of school spirit will mg require the goading of persons who are
One thing is particularly interest- for Men's Senate investigations and
just not interested in the colorful workings of college life.
ing—the financing of the Senate. In abolishments.
Consequently, I question just what
It seems that the old practice of extracting hoorah from stu- the budget which the General Senate
is trying desperately to pare down is the status of the Men's Senate is with
dents who are not willing to give it voluntarily is just a bit out of an item
calling for an allotment to the the majority of males on this campus.
place at the present time. If people want to yell, they'll yell. If they Men's Senate. The Women's Student Is it worth enough to them to pay
don't they won't, and no amount of cajoling will get them to do so. Government Association was, in the Senate bills outright instead of the
beginning, granted a similar amount. present underhanded method of clip—LARRY PINKHAM
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Since the WSGA is actually financially independent, the amount was
cut down proportionately to the number of women students. The amount
was not abolished entirely for matters
of principle.
WSGA is financed by payment of
dues of one dollar on the term bill
by all co-eds enrolled here. With
this budget, the girls take care of
WSGA expenses, pay for door-duty
after formals, and provide a yearly
scholarship. In addition, WSGA buys
such extras as drapes for Carnegie,
etc.
The Men's Senate allotment, which
amounts to $25, goes for postage and
"organizational expenses." It seems
ridiculous that this organization, which
controls the activities of men students
to the extent that it can abolish an

ping the General Senate?

Faculty Facts
When you mention a "B" to Dean
Mark Shibles of the School of Education he is likely to think of a membranous-winged, non-carnivorous insect rather than the grade he may be
giving you.
The fact is that he is a practicing
apiculturist with a deep interest in the
life and habits of the honeybee, a very
complicated creature. He has in his
repertoire an illustrated lecture entitled "Fifty Thousand Miles for a
Pound of Honey." This, he will tell
you, is the approximate bee -Tr ilea ge
required to produce a pound of the
sweet stuff.

To the Editor: This last week I
walked "cross lots" in South Apartments. The play areas were turning
green since they were not barred
from the sun by skyscrapers. Fences
had been erected with the idea of
keeping children safe from carelessly
driven cars, but in a number of places
these fences had been opened and
turned back.
Through the efforts of a few and
the cooperation of President Hauck,
expensive springs have been placed
on the gates—springs that will not
let a small child through but that can
easily be opened by older children and
adults, and will close behind them.
But I didn't have to open a gate. The
several I passed through were already
fastened open.
Little Kathy Fiscus lost her life because the door from her playground to
the road of Death had been left open.
Is the same thing happening here?
In spite of the fact that I have
driven for about twenty years, I
figuratively have cold chills at the
speed with which cars go through our

area.
—UNIVERSITY WIFE

Campus Facilities
For Golf Urged
To the Editor: The University of
Maine's athletic plant has received
much attention in the past year. Publicity has been directed to the improvements already made to increase
playing areas. Further information has
been culled regarding future plans.
In all the plans mentioned heretofore, not one has included facilities
for golf.
It is true that the Penobscot Valley
Country Club in Orono is nearby, but
unless the student is a member of the
University varsity or junior varsity
links team he must join the club.
Previously a student would pay $9
for one quarter and presumably pay
the rest for the remainder of the year.
Now the country club, which is a
private course, asks payment of $24 in
advance with the balance to be paid
later. All of that to play from April
to June.
Students who wish to play at the
PVC in the week have to shell out a
buck. Weekend play costs $2.
The PVC is the only course within
easy reach of most students. Is is
unreasonable to ask them as a private
course to grant special rates to students and to take the chance that their
regular members would be overcrowded on the fairways. The only
real solution is in the hands of the
University.
Athletic plans for improvement and
expansion must include golf. At present students who wish to practice
iron shots are forced to use the athletic
field, endangering others playing softball, baseball, and football.
With the great amount of space
behind the University and the great
amount of cash in the treasury of the
University bookstore athletic fund, a
combination of the two could give the
students of Maine a nine-hole course
of which we could all be proud.
—JERRY ROGOVIN

Prism Seeks Sophomores
Written applications for the position
of Editor or Business Manager of the
1951 Prism will he accepted until
Wednesday May 4. Application should
include qualifications and references.
Each job carries a stipend with it.
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Aggie College
Lists Displays
For Open House

1

—Calendar

Forestry Club
Ends Semester
Schedule May 4

THURSDAY, APRIL 28
7 p.m.—Tumbling Club, Women's
Gym.
(Continued from Pape One)
The Forestry Club has announced
7 p.m.—Music Night rehearsal,
that its last meeting of the semester
an exhibit of power saws and logging Memorial Gym.
7:30 p.m.—OCUMMO, Carnegie will be held May 4. The club insignia
machinery.
will be issued at that time.
The Bacteriology department is Lounge.
planning a display which will illustrate FRIDAY, APRIL 29
At the most recent meeting, Dean
types and activities of living bacteria
Deering of the College of Agricul2 p.m.—Arts and Crafts, MCA.
in the lab on Winslow Hall's second
ture spoke to the club on "Forestry
3:45 p.m.—Record Concert, 101
floor.
as a Private Enterprise."
Carnegie Hall.
Projects in clothing design and
Dean Deering also presented a sum5:30 p.m.—Mu Alpha Epsilon bandresses made by students of the Home quet, North Estabrooke (B).
mary of Forestry Department progress
Economics department will be on dis7 p.m.—Alpha Zeta banquet, North over the past 15 years. He pointed
play at Merrill Hall, together with Estabrooke
out that maintenance of the high
(A).
finger paintings and clay figures made
standards
of the department will de7 p.m.—Tau Epsilon Phi smoker,
by children in the department's nurs- Carnegie
pend upon the interest and support
Lounge.
ery school.
which graduates give to future legis7 p.m.—Bridge Club, MCA.
lation for bettering facilities.
Landscaping home grounds and rec- 8 p.m.—Music Night, Memorial
reational areas will be the subject of Gym.
a demonstration and exhibits set up 9 p.m.—Vic dance, Sigma Nu.
by the Horticulture department, whose SATURDAY, APRIL
30
two greenhouses will be open to the
10 a.m.—High School Play Day,
public.
Women's Gym.
At Rogers Hall, charts and pictures
7:30 p.m.—Secondary School
on animal industry will be displayed Prize Speaking,
(Continued from Page One)
Louis Oakes Room.
on the second floor, while milk procesSUNDAY, MAY 1
Senate constitution which states:
sing and the manufacture of ice
11 a.m.—Sunday morning Service, "The Men's Student Senate shall
cream will be demonstrated
Little Theatre.
have the power of investigation and
Members of the American Society
7 p.m.—Koinonia, MCA.
supervision of all men's campus-sponof Agricultural Engineers have also
MONDAY, MAY 2
sored organizations when the activities
made plans for demonstrations.
3:45 p.m.—Good Will Chest, Car- of those organizations affect the men's
One of the most colorful exhibits
student body or whenever the activities
of the day will be set up on the top negie Committee Room.
4 p.m.—Dancing Class, Balentine of a given men's organization could
floor of Coburn Hall, where the enbe altered to improve conditions affecttomology department will display Smoker.
8 p.m.—Student Wives, Women's ing the men students."
many species of butterflies, moths and
This Senate constitution was acbeetles. A member of the department Gym.
cepted at the polls by students last
will demonstrate the mounting process. TUESDAY, MAY 3
year.
4 p.m.—International Relations
To Display Mosses
In the same building, a display of Club, Carnegie Lounge.
5:30 p.m.—Home Economics Club Counselor Jobs Unfilled
mosses, lichens and other plants will
be set up, and visitors will be given banquet, Merrill Hall.
At YMCA Camp Jordan
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
the opportunity to inspect the speciWomen's Gm.
mens under microscopes.
The Bangor
has an7 p.m.—Women's Student Govern- nounced that several counselor posiThe zoology department has planned
an exhibit dealing with the prepara- ment Association. Carnegie Commit- tions at Camp Jordan, a "Y" boy's
tion of microscope slides, and dis- tee Room.
camp located in Ellsworth, are still
7 pan.—Men's Senate, 15 Coburn unfilled.
plays of parasites and fish will be set
up. A demonstration of muscle ac- Hall.
Anyone interested in this type of
tions, including those of the human WEDNESDAY, MAY 4
work is urged to contact Mr. Bennett
heart, will be included in the zoology
3:30 p.m.—Sophomore Eagles.
at the Bangor Y.M.C.A.
department exhibit.
Carnegie Committee Room.
3:45 p.m.—Cabinet, MCA.
K. E. TWITCHELL
7 p.m.—Fellowship, MCA.
SERVICE
7 p.m.—Freshman Club, MCA.
Photostatic
Work of All
7:15 p.m.—Band, Carnegie Hall.
Kinds
7:30 p.m.—Chess Club, MCA.
24 hour service
97 HANIMOND ST., BANGOR
8:15 p.m.—Masque production,
A fir tree will be planted at the
Tel. 5345
northwest corner of Rogers Hall at "John Loves Mary," Little Theatre.
11:45 a.m. on Maine Day and dedicated to someone in the University
.1 11-I irt it
who is connected with 4-H Club activities.
According to Lawrence Potter, dedication committee chairman, speakers
The New Pre-,hrunk
at the ceremony will include President
Lee Rider Western Style Dungaree
Arthur A. Hauck, Dean Arthur L.
CLOTHING
FURNISHINGS
Deering. of the agriculture departHATS k ND SHOES
ment, and Fred Griffee, director of
agricultural research.
The Glee Club will provide music
for the affair.
Mill St.
Or4111,.

Senate Rejects
Skulls' Charter

T university
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Society

By MARILYN HOYT

A moonlight cruise, a tropical scene,
and soft music played by Sam Donahue and his orchestra—who could
ask for more The students and faculty who attended the annual Junior
Prom last Friday evening couldn't.
A crown of laurels should go to
Dick Spencer who served as chairman
of the efficient dance committee, which
consisted of Elinor Hansen, Mark
Shedd, Sue Damien, Peg Millington, and "Marty" Martikainen.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
P. C. Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smykay. Dean and Mrs. Wieman and Dean and Mrs. Shibles
were the receptionists. Junior class
officers are Jim McBrady, Ed McDermott, Al Hopkins, and Ruth Holland.
Lambda Chi wins the prize for the
most original party theme of the year,
for last Saturday night Rushin
soldiers invaded the girls' dormitories,
chained the surprised victims, and carried them away to the House.
The guests were entertained by the
Minsk Masque Players, who did a
parody on Russian life, a skit which
starred Murray Rollins, Dwight Demeritt, and George Stoeber. Herb
Griffin and Les Ray ‘N ere the instigators of the decorations and entertainment. Mr. and Mrs. Suarez chaperoned.
Delegates from the University are
Elaine Lockhart, Joyce Wilson, Freda
Gray, Bev Currier. Nebby Kilburn,

ATO played host to the Elms girls
and ATO rushees at a "spur of the
moment" get-together last Tuesday
evening. A skit depicting the start of
a typical day at The Elms, displayed
the talents of Bob Cormier, "Doe"
Brannan, John Chapman, John
Barber, Win Hayden, Ed Chase,
and Paul Angus. Group singing was
led by M. C. Wendy Hodgkins.
Pinned: Pat Possi, Bangor, to
Chick Carlisle, Phi Gam. Mary Jane
Kilmartin, Portland, to Jim MeBrady, Phi Mu. Yvonne Jones, East
Hall, to Harry Arader, Sigma Nu.
Bertha Clark, Elms, to Walter Allen,
Sigma Nu. Carolyn Nickerson, West
Hall. to Clyde Card, Phi Mu. Peg
Millington, North Estabrooke, to
Link Fish, Kappa Sig.

15 Maine Tri-Delts Host
At Hub Sorority Meet
Fifteen Maine Tri-Delts representing the collegiate members of Alpha
Kappa at the University of Maine,
and members of the Bangor Alliance
will serve as hostesses at the regional
meet of Delta Delta Delta, international collegiate sorority, this week
end in Boston.
Muriel Applebee, Maggie Nfollison,
Priscilla Nason, Joyce Henderson,
Gennette MacNair, Gwenie Stewart,
Marilyn Hoyt. Dennie Bryant, Midge
McDonald. Lib Littlefield, Bernie
Stein, and Helen Pendleton.

Van Heusen dealers in Bangor

THE .1iLLAN-114EWIS CO.
181 Exchange St.
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introducing—

Van Dual

Fir Tree Dedication
Is Slated Maine Day

Virgie's University Shop

E. J. VIRGIE

An Amazing Offer by

HOLIDAY
Pipe Mixture
[he pipe clot every smoker vi.ins—DANA, the
modern pipe, viith brightly' piilished
num slunk and genuine imported briar bowl.

Only
5IY

the shirt that knows how to relax!

BOSTON INSTITUTE
GRADUATE SCHOOL

First, it's a regular shirt—as dressy, as collar-right as
any shirt you ever wore.(Naturally—it's a Van Heusen!)
But here's the difference: take off your tie and presto—
you're leisure-right. For this dual-personality shirt is
made to be worn and look correct, either way. That
means you can wear it anywhere—any time! See
Van Dual at your dealer's, in whites and colors,$3.95.

OF

Rea/As/ate edebniRidertle;on
CAE:DIEM:1AL • RESMENTI.U. • INDUSTRIAL

INTENSIVE ONEYEAR DAY

oh inhuk w rapper
from 12 pm ket tins of
HOLIDAY PIPE MIXTURE
SITI 11 HOLIDAY wrappers
Get your DANA PIPE
r1,1 to
HOLIDAY, Ceti CN, Richmond, Virginia
\

pit011

Other Van Heusen shirts $2.95 and up.
A new shirtfree ifyour Van Heusen shrinks out ofsize

r1:3c.:11AM

Van Heusen®sues

Professional carerrs throughout America are open to
young men and women in h:'n!smg, businiTs and go, ernmeld in the real r'tale fields of appraisinl,
?,'nt.
mortgage lending, I rel., r:,g • and home building.

•

the world's smartest

1.:?!roituriPt Ii, ,ite.4 to gl ,.?': ri ;' vu appiored r,illeger.
Cowileserrti####
1.1,11.sex r.,11.,:.:•• I its .tir.1.tem1i. r

PHILLIPS -JONES CORP., NEW YORK

I

An Adventure in Good Smoking

13 Commonwealth

• Ilos7on • COpley 7/0336
•
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Who Fired First?
That Is Theme of
Exhibit In Library
"Who fired the first shot?" is the
title of the display consisting of lithoprinted facsimiles of letters relating
to the start of the American Revolution now on exhibit in the library.
Included in the display are copies
of letters sent out by the Massachusetts
Committee of Safety to be forwarded
by messenger from colony to colony.
These letters give the American version of the battles of Lexington and
Concord.
Also in the exhibit is a letter by
Lieutenant-General Thomas Gage to
Lieutenant-Colonel Francis Smith ordering British troops to seize munitions at Concord. Likewise is Smith's
report and that of his subordinate
Major John Pitcairn reporting the
fight with the minutemen.

Pre-Registration Starts
Pre-registration started this week in
the School of Education. Appointments were made for 102 students to
confer with their advisors and select
their courses for next fall.

.

Winners Cited Music Night Slated For Friday;
In Brotherhood Sponsored By Student Society
Essay Contest
(Continued Irons Page Ow)

"Caucasian Sketches")
Ippolitow-Iwanow
Jim Sprague and his Maine Bears
Lawrence D. Pinkham, George W. will furnish music for the dance which
Orchestra
Announcement of Mu Alpha Epsilon
Browne, Elwood B. Bigelow, Jr., and is to follow the concert.
Senior Award by Professor Adelbert
Admission for Music Night will be
Alan D. St. James have been named
Sprague
winners of the Brotherhood essay con- 60 cents. The proceeds will go to
Hungarian Fantasie
Tobani
scholarships in music for students.
test, according to Charles O'Connor,
Band
The program for the concert will be:
General Secretary of the MCA.
The National Anthem
Pinkham was awarded first prize Overture (from the opera "Don
Pasquale")
of ten dollars while the other three
Donizetti
Orchestra
winners each received prizes of five
dollars. No essay was submitted by Suite "Espagnole"
Fulton
a. Las Palmas
a woman, so the women's prize was
b. Palencia
defaulted.
A committee of the Senior Class
Band
has completed a slate of not:Eli:lees for
Sponsored by the Interfaith Council
Chadwick the various Class Day parts. They
as a part of Brotherhood Week, Land of Our Hearts
Glee Club
will be voted on by the entire Class
prizes for the contest were given by
the Northeast Council of B'nai Symphony No. 7 in C Major Schubert of '49 at the general election May 10.
First Movement
The nominees, as announced by CynWrith of Bangor. Judges were Prof.
Orchestra
thia Hayden, class secretary, are:
Matthew McNeary, Dr. Milford
Wence, and Mr. John Romanyshyn. Two Contemporary American
Class History: George Vardamis,
Compositions
Charlotte Alex, Donald Spiller, and
a. Cool Prayers (from "The
John Ballou.
New Rec Room Ready
Prairie")
Foss
Class Ode: Miriam Kochakian, and
b. Holiday Song
Schuman Paul Ford.
Delta Tau Delta has completed
Glee Club and Orchestra
shellacking and varnishing of walls
Class Chaplain: Bruce Folsom,
Professor Lewis H. Niven,
for a new knotty-pine recreation room.
John
LaPoint, Jack Zollo, and Doroconducting
thy Ansell.
Procession of the Sardar (from

Nominees Cited
For Class Parts

FREESE S MEA'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

Betts Bookstore

Federal Inspection
Of ROTC Unit Set

SS Columbia St., Bangor

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

•
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First Postwar

Junior Day Is
Big Success

FO4

BY DICK ST. JAMES
The first postwar Junior Day began
last Friday morning with an assembly
in the Memorial Gym.
Bob Fletcher got things underway
as he led the audience in a community
sing, with piano accompaniment by
Scott Webster. "Hail, Hail, The
Gang's All Here" went over big. The
"Beer Barrel Polka" tcnded to fold
in the middle, but everyone sounded
off commendably on the "Stein Song."
Master of ceremonies Jim NIcBrady
introduced the featured speakers on
the program. President Hauck addressed the assembly and was followed
by Mayor Dick Huff who gave a pep
talk on school spirit.
Head football coach Dave Nelson
and his backfield assistant, Hal Westerman. rendered short speeches expressing their pleasure to be here at
Maine. Head basketball coach Rome
Rankin was not able to appear.
One of the features of the assembly
was the program of music presented
by Bob Slosser and his jump combo.
The group played novc1 arrangements
of "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles"
and "Whispering." Included in the
group with Slosser were Charlie Ellis,
Ed Stoddard. Willie Kennison, Neal
Martin, and Otto Knowles.
The assembly came to an end with
the tapping of the newly appointed
Senior Skulls by Don Spiller. retiring head of the organization.

Headquarters of the University
"An(l One To Grow
R.O.T.C. unit has announced that the
On"
annual federal inspection will be held
Recollections of a Maine
on May 23, 24, and 25. Inspection of
Int, hood by
the Brunswick unit will take place on
John Gould, author of
May 23.
"The House That Jacob
Three inspecting officers will be rep- Application Deadline Near
Built"
resentatives of the General of the
Applications for tuition scholarships
3.00
i First Army. Last year the unit refor talented advanced students in vioceived a superior rating
lin, viola, cello, piano and voice at the
Music Academy of the West should be
during April.
received
"OLD HOME BREAD"
Assignments to the eight-week sumThe Bread with the old style flavor
mer session, July 11 to Sept. 3, will
be made in May. Address application
Nissen's Itaikery Products
to the school at 116 East De la Guerra
• Street, Santa Barbara, Calif. Scholarships are for tuition only.
fi'hen in Buri;or, visit the
•

•

clever marO/oh named.134/e,

'/Iwse shorts dwa/s
.sawed him in Iwo,

New Atlantic Restaurant

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere

".;
:1

66 Main St.
•
art/ his beiYer /,a/(scream

Jewelers

Bangor

First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

Arrow
'
s no-ce4ter- seam

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches

Headquarters for

FISHING AND CAMPING SUPPLIES
SPECIAL PRICES FOR

25 Hammond St.. lIang,):SCHOOLS AND CLUBS

•

Bryan Ross Co.
friC4,75 moCh Rta/er comfort
'
4or/0(1.'

115 I:enter St.

\,chafing
,.enter seam

Arrow shorts romr in white, solid colors, and stripes with
gripper fasteners end t'le "Soliorizedn label.

R.1:0 IV
UND:RV,.TAR •

and

Tolt ti. Me.

•

If your shorts ore the saw-tooth variety or the creeping
Indian variety switch to Arrow shorts and you won't have
one squirm per term!

SHIRTS

STUDENTS!
We have ...
ALL MAKES OF
PORTABLES
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'MS • SPORTSWEAR • UNDERWEAR

,t.A.J. Goldsmith
Old Town

31-37 MILL ST., ORONO, MAINE

SPRAYERS —
LOCKSETS
SCALES -tn >
TOYS

Our Stock of
HOUSEWARES
includes many new and
interesting items.
Come in and look them over.

Liberal Time Payments
•r1

r

0
C

?'
ti ...1> 0.<
> 0 r71 v5
-I'm 1 I
Fi i n

r-

r.-3,• :,.3
C.) - al

FL' Et

TYPEWRITER
Sales & Service
16 Middle
Dial 345

George L. Ilasbey

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING

I 71 T

rn* X
Z in el ct
IP r: ).- ...!
v,z rn
>ALUMINUMWARE— BITS—
BRACES — LEVELS I r-/ >
S •-•
:xi -.•
tn 0
1
People say—"You can find it at PARK'S"
LT., TILE
/HEATERS —SEEDS— WHEELBARROWS— TURNBUCKLES I-

FOR ARROW SHIRTS

pfimrs

Ha A VARIETYD W A E

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.
Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention
35 Central St.. Bangor, Me.
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asebal! Team Opens Series Pla Next Week
Kenyon Hopeful
As Bears Prep
For Colby Game

Football Coach Dave Nelson is
confronted with a serious problem.
He has lost his football team.
Any attempts at team play have
been useless, according to Maine's
new coach. Individual work has been
stressed but only Coulombe, Leggett,
Noyes, Foster, Hodges, and Royal
Coach Bill Kenyon's baseballhave been regular reporters at the sesers are now working hard to get
sions.
ready for their state series opener with Colby here next WednesCoach Nelson stated that practice
day.
next fall would havt• to start from
Rain washed out last Tuesday's exscratch. He said that the spring
hibition game with the Mules at
drills are already three weeks beWaterville. In their only other exhibihind where they should be.
tion
tilt. the Kenyonmen were walloped
Nelson has a great deal of work to
by Danny MaeFayden's Bowdoin team,
accomplish here this spring. He must
17-1.
put in a system at Maine that has not
Coach Kenyon stated after the New
been used for several years.
Engla
nd trip that he was impressed
Maine's opponents next fall will be
by
the
squad's showing at Kingston
far ahead of our Black Bears as far
and Brookline and predicted that
as experience goes. Before the spring
Maine would be a top contender in
drills began, Coach Nelson stated that
the
state series.
he hoped to reach the organizational
Show
Improvement
level of these teams by the time fall
practice began.
Although the Pale Blue went winless in the southern invasion, they
Last week at the Junior Assemshowed vast improvement as a whole.
bly, Coach Nelson issued a call for
Several individuals who had previthe missing men. Ile said that they
ously
been unknown factors proved
were probably somewhere between
that they knew their way around the
the football field. Agony Acre, and
diamond.
the renowned and infamous Farns
Warming up for next Saturday's meet with the
worth's Cafe in Orono.
Standouts for the Bears, who
Uni versity of New Hampshire at Durham are,
left to right,
Ted Hershey. Bob Parsons, Cliff Manchester
dropped a 9-2 decision to the Rhode
The situation has become serious by
, and Tommy Johnson. Last week, Coach Jenki
ns' team edged out
Boston College on the strength of second
Island Rams and just missed out in a
now. Blocking dummies can be used
and third place points. After the meet at New Hamps
hire, the Bears
will get ready to entertain Rhode Island, Conne
to some extent in practice to fill the
6-5,
10-inning thriller with Northeasteticuut, and New Hampshire here May 7 for
the Yankee Conference meet.
gaps but not even Frank Leahy can
ern, were Reggie Lord, Clyde Doug—Newhall Photo
make them play a single minute of
las, and Bob Davidson.
a
game.
Lord fielded brilliantly at shortstop
and Douglas, besides playing well
This may seem like a humorous
defensively in the outfield, proved to
situation to many people but it is
serious. Here is Maine with a new
be a good man at the plate. Davidson
football coach who was acclaimed
caught the entire Northeastern game
while at Harvard last year. He has
and may prove to be the answer to
Despite two losses suffered on the
become popular with the men who are
Kenyon's search for a receiver with allDespite the lack ui individual stars,
Maine's varsity golfers, led by big
recent New England trip. Coach G.
still playing the game.
round ability.
Coach Chester Jenkins' outdoor track
Close Until Seventh
Rut when next fall rolls around, William Small stated that the Maine Bob Webber, made their swing through team defeated Bosto
n College in its
southern New England a successful
there is a rule that says eleven men tennis squad has a fighting
The Rhode Island affair was nip
seasonal opener, 73-62.
chance to one by downing
Boston University 6/
must be on the field. There is also take the coming Yankee
1
2
and
tuck until the seventh inning when
Conference to 2/
The Bears swept both the shot and
1
2 and walloping Connecticut 8
the slight matter that the team with title matches at the University
the
Rams
fell on Vic Woodbrey and
of New to 1. The Pale
Blue's only loss was at the broad jump but piled up most of relief hurlers Dow and
the most points wins the football Hampshire.
Archibald for
their
points in taking seconds and
the hands of Rhode Island, 5 to 4.
game.
five runs to sew up the game.
The Pale Blue lost to a surprisingly
thirds.
Webber shot a scorching 68 to pace
Here's wishing Davey Nelson the strong Rhode
Maine had a 5-4 lead at Brookline
Island team, last week
Coach Jenkins expects that these
the Maine linkmen in their victory
best of luck in regaining his foot- 6-3, after splitt
again
st the Huskies but a walk and
ing the singles matches.
same second and third place points
ball squad.
a double with none out brought home
They held a strong Boston University over the Uconns. Only John Prakon, will
tell the story in next Saturday's
widely known in Connecticut amateur
The date, May 7, for the Yankee outfit to a 5-4
the tying run. Woodbrey relieved
score and were leading
meet
with New Hampshire at Durcircle
s,
was able to get in the scoring
Conference track meet is drawing in all single
Marty Dow at this point and put out
s matches against Concolumn for the team from Storrs. He ham.
near. Rhode Island. Connecticut, New necticut when
the
fire. In the extra inning. however.
the rains came.
The summary :
halved Andy Bunker's 73. Webber's
Hampshire, and Maine will all comBagwell. the Northeastern hurler, hit
Coach Small said, "Rhode Island 68
120 yard high hurdles—Won by his secon
was good enough to beat the
pete for the conference laurels here at
d two-bagger and rode home
has potentially the strongest team in
Gilmore (BC); 2nd. Beal (M); 3rd,
Uconn's Bill Lanzani (78) 7-6.
Orono.
on Rando's single.
Webster (M). Time: 15.6 sec.
the Yankee Conference but Maine
Coach Chester Jenkins believes that
Maine will be host to the Yankee
Although Woodbrey was the loser
100 yard dash—Won by Parsons
with full strength, including Bob
Rhode Island may well turn the affair
Thoits %On) was unable to make the Conference meet at the PVCC on (BC): 2nd. Hammond (M): 3rd, in both games, he pitched well and
King (BC). Time: 10 sec.
into a runaway. Despite this possibilishould combine with Marty Dow and
recent trip, will have a fighting May 6, and will go to the New Engty, the meet should produce some of
Mile—Won by Taylor (BC); 2nd. either Archibald and
land Interscholastics on the following
Preble to give
chance."
the best performances ever seen here
week end. Rhode Island has been in- Packard (M); 3rd, Johnston (M). Coach Bill Kenyon a depen
dable startTime
:
4
min.
37
Prior
sec.
to
the
champ
ionship matches, stalled as the favorite to
at our fair institution.
capture the
Discus—Won by Joachim (BC); ing trio.
the
Bears
will
play
Rhod
e
Islan
d here Conference title, but the Bears will
Perhaps the biggest attraction of
be 21(1, Totman ( M); 3rd, Gordon (M).
the day will be Black of the Rams. May 6, Bates here May 7, Colby here out to avenge their one point defea Distance: 133 ft. 5 in.
t
Last fall lie was undefeated in competi- May 11, and Connecticut at Durham by the Rams.
440 yard run—Won by Howe
(BC); 2nd. Brown (M): 3rd. Silsby
tion as he romped to the national cross May 12.
(M). Time: 50.2 sec.
The Junior Varsity tennis team
omtry title.
35 lb. weight—Won by Gordon
Football injuries: Harry Marden, will play its first game here Apr. 30
At the last meeting of the
(M); 2nd. Jalbert (M); 3rd, Orach
Men's
the fleet halfback that we inherited against the Brunswick Annex team.
(M). Distance: 43 ft. 10 in.
Senate. nominations for student
reprefr
Two mile run—Won by Wallace sentatives
that school on Mayflo%er Hill,
to the Athletic Board were
(M ); 2nd, Harndon (M) 3rd, Maci. through football this spring 1.sith
made.
Donal
d
(BC)
.
Time
: 10 min. 3.5 sec.
a shnulder
. Jim McThe students nominated will
Shot-put—Won by Milbank
be
a letterman at center last
N'hen the J. V. basballers tangle 2nd. Ring (BC): 3rd. Silsby (M) voted on
at the general student elec(M).
Dista
nce: 41 ft. 10 in.
ear, ha- been told b. the doctor
ith Husson College today at 3:30,
220 yard dash—Won by Howe tion to be held May 11.
that bis football playing days are
Although hampered by a lack of 'I Coach Sam Sezak will have a host of (BC
Nominations are as follows:
): 2nd. Parsons (BC); 3rd,
For
11'1 er.
available talent. Coach Dave Nelson players to avenge last year's defeat Hammond ( M). Time
Presi
dent of the Board—John Stimp: 22.5 sec.
The millenium has finally arrived. kept his spring football candidates of 5-4.
880 yard run—Won by Taylor son, Jim
McBrady. Ed McDermott.
(BC
Kappa Sig finished up the handball hard at work this week on the fundaVarsity coach Bill Kenyon will look Tripp); 2nd. Eastman ( : 3rd, Blaine Beal, and Stanford
(M).
Trask.
Time: 2 min. 2 sec.
league by defeating Phi Mu and Tau mentals and technique of his single for varsity material (luri
Nominations for Senior memb
Javelin—Won by Garrity (BC):
ng the game,
er—
Kappa Epsilon in playoffs. Domb- ring offense.
and there is a possibility some of the 2nd, Totman (M): 3rd. Dempsey FA McDermott, Stanford
Trask, Al
(BC)
kowski and Stebbins made up the
.
Dista
nce:
167
ft.
follo
10
in.
wing men will be called for varsity
Nelson also had his linemen work
Hopkins, Gerry Alden, Charlie
220 yard low hurdles—Won by
BrootnKappa Sig team Table tennis still on defense tactic
s in tackling and duty in the future:
Real (M); 2nd, Tyrell (BC): 3rd, hall. and Thomas Collins.
drags along.
blocking drills. Jack Zollo, star lineNominations for Junior memb
Catchers—Hart, Soucy. Ribbon, Cates (M). Time: 26.8 sec.
er—
Hob Webber of the Ms
Pole vault—Tie for first. Higgins Fred Soucy.
golf man on last year's team, has been as- Roberts, Clifford Pitchers—Dun
Dwight Demeritt, Ernest
ham, (M) and McLeod (M)
team shot a red hot (ill last It i•ek sisting Nelso
;
3rd.
McMoore. Emil Winters, Joe
n with the linemen, while Breton, Currie, Martikainen: 1st base Nally (BC)
. Height: 10 ft. 9 in.
Pruett,
against the Irina ersiti of Connecti- Artie Clark
Paul Flagg. and Art Dentr
has been helping Wester- —Brady, Lynch; 2nd
High
jumn
—Won
by
emont.
Garrity
base—Sawyer,
cut. During this round, he
(BC): 2nd, Gilman (BC): 3rd. Hig• man with the backs. Nelson still Hatch; Short—Le
ach, Plummer; 3rd gins (M). Heigh
putted 1.11'‘ en greens at i n one plans to conti
t: 6 ft.
The largest boxing bout
nue the spring drills base—Morse, Reed; Outfi
gate reBroad jump—Won by Haynes
eld—Holden,
stretch. birdied four holes in a until May 14 when
ceipts
tenative plans call Kelsey. Chase, Hewes.
were reached in the
(BC
); 2nd, Manchester (M): 3rd,
Gordo
first
n,
for an intra-squad game.
Totman (M). Distance: 20 ft.
Dempsey-Tunney fight. at
Fla he rty.
Chica
go.
Maine-73. Boston College-62.
The total was $2.650,000.
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Latin American Lone Candidate Estes Is New Aggie Club Prexy; Summer School
Publications To Flings Hat Into Alpha Zeta Pledges 17 Men
Features Music
Go On Exhibit Mayoral Race
Workshop Here
•

•

(Conttnued from Page One)

(Continued front Page One)

from ours only in the language in
which they are printed.
There are not only literary journals, trade journals, and poetry magazines; but magazines comparable to
all of the popular slicks and pulps
printed in the U. S. These include
fashion, scientific, screen, political,
adventure, picture, and news magazines, as well as teachers' journals,
children's magazines, and comic
books!
"The response is gratifying," said
Gross, "when one realizes that there
is no propaganda motive involved,
and the Latin publishers certainly do
not expect many subscriptions from
Maine.
Commenting upon the exhibit, Gross
stated that it will he held on the second floor of the Library, opposite the
loan desk, May 2 through May 7. The
exhibit will include all of the more
than 250 different magazines that have
been received by the language department from Latin America.
Gross, who sponsored a similar display at Florida Southern College in
Lakeland, Florida, said that tentative
plans are under way for a future
exhibit of South American newspapers
and books.

qualified.
(5) Hornblowing, cheering, fanfare,
and other similar noise is permissible
only during the hours listed in Rule 1.
(6) There will be no automobile
parades. More than two cars shall
constitute a parade. (With the exception of a scheduled parade immediately preceding the final speeches.)
(7) Speeches, stunts, and campaign
activities in which the candidate or
his supporters participate shall not be
carried beyond the limits of the campus.
(8) All campaign activities shall be
limited to those which do not endanger
the health of any person, or do not
cause damage to property.
(9) Where permission is obtained
in advance from the person in charge,
speeches may be made in the University dining halls during meal times.

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

With tw•htti olii coos in
East•rn Main•

Registrar Fordhain University
School of Law

Mirralsor Fisderal Dtiposit Institute* Corp.

392 Broadway, Now York 7, N. Y.
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crs are:

BRIDAL
BEAUTY
FOR YOU

The
Merrill
Trust Company

TI

Perso
Will I

Biorabor Fadeout B000rre Rai&

.
erst)
Fordh am nui
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO-EDUCATIONAL
Belabor Ana. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College graduates and present full transcript of
College record.
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 26, 1949
I•r iurther information address

Carl H. Estes is the new president
Lewis E. Littlefield, LeRoy C.
of the Agricultural Club.
Randall, William A. Kendall, CaneOther officers elected at the final toil B. Ring, James A. West, Lewis
A new Workshop in Music Educameeting of the school year arc: vice E. Clark, Adrian P. Daigle.
tion will be added to the program for
president, Richard F. Smiley; secreRichard F. Saunders, George W. the annual Summer Session at the
tary, John E. Gee; treasurer, John W. Littlefield, Alston R. Bell, Clyde
J. University, according to Dean Mark
Denison; social chairman, Samuel D.
Douglas, John P. Fogler, Richard I. R. Shibles, director of the session.
Allen, Jr.; Senior representative,
The complete Summer Session will
Rich, Furber S. Roberts, Lawrence
James A. Robinson; Junior representbe held July 5-Aug. 12.
M. Potter, and Philip W. Lord.
ative, Earl R. Estes.
Dean Shibles said the purpose of the
Prior to the balloting each candidate
workshop
will be to provide a short,
Photo
Club Discussion
gave a two-minute campaign speech.
intensive course in music education
Ralph G. Barrett was awarded a $50
A discussion of the photographs on for teachers and supervisors of music,
club scholarship conferred annually on display in the Oakes room of the elementary school teachers, school
the basis of scholarship and outstand- Library will be held at a meeting of principals, superintendents, and others
ing service to the College of Agricul- the Photo Club, Saturday, Apr. 30, interested in music education practure for a four year period.
at 10 a.m. After the meeting the tices and procedures.
prints
will be removed from display.
Foster (Curley) Gordon, president
Professor Warren S. Freeman, Bosof Alpha Zeta, national honorary agriA special feature of the meeting ton University, will direct the workcultural society, reports that the fol- will be a demonstration of some de- shop, and Professor Lewis Niven of
lowing members were pledged to the vices for taking stereoscopic photo- the University will be associate direcsociety at the meeting:
graphs.
tor.

WEDDING GOWNS
In traditional satins ... simple
or very lacy styles .. with dozens

of tiny buttons at the back ...
marquisette yokes.. sweetheart
or off the shoulder necklines.
Sizes 10 to 16. Others on order.

35.00 to 65.00

Landsc

April 25.

Leader

To
Irene An
Boyer, Jear
Connie Co
Helen M. C
field, Geort
Gyger, Edv
kins, Pat I
Jerry Korn
Mary Lem
Flora Mack
Maria, Johi
Paula Plais
Schwind, J
Tourtillotte,

11111 SPENCER
Sirnia Nu
of the part he played in making
the Junior Prom an (outstanding i.ucce.i:.

In recognit•

The recipient of this award i entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL (IL 4.11.14; .sER VICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647

BRIDESMAID DRESSES
Taffetas, organdies, tulles
dainty pastels and floral designs
We can order identical styles in
harmonizing shades for the
bridesmaids. Sizes 9 to 18. An
outstanding group.

16.95 to 29.95
GIVE HER A PORTRAIT
Mrs. Ouellette has just returned from New York with a
group of Bride's

for

MOTHER'S DAY
Ted Newhall
Photographer
Bank Building

gowns in heavy satin, with long trains. Due to a very special purchase
these gowns are marked at only 29.95. Three different styles—all loveh
beautiful materials--exceptional values, 10 to 16.

SE'FR

BRIDAL
pho

On the
THIRD FLOOR
of FASHION...

Tel. Orono 8171
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